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* * * 
1. Introduction 
It is often said that one science is read as another in a different context. 
This was true when a Korean in the nineteenth century read Western 
science. Ch‘oe Han-gi 崔 漢 綺 (1803-1877), a Korean Confucian scholar, 
found experimental and mathematical proficiency in Western science, but 
did not consider it to be superior to Confucian natural philosophy. More-
over, he criticized Newtonian mechanics for its lack of understanding of 
qi (氣), the ultimate substance. What he found in Western science, instead, 
was useful facts and theories with which he constructed a perfect philos-
ophy that realizes the true nature of qi. By compounding resources from 
both Western science and Confucian natural philosophy, he created a 
new philosophy called ―the Study of Qi‖ (kihak 氣 學), and proposed a 
new mechanics to correct the Newtonian one. He consulted Chinese 
translations of Western science to develop the principles of the nature of 
qi, and finally proposed ―the Qi Globe Theory‖ (kiryunsŏl 氣 輪 説) to 
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replace Newtonian mechanics. He claimed that Newtonian mechanics 
was a mere mathematical trick that neglected the true nature of qi, and 
that all phenomena Western science failed in explaining could be re-
solved by the mechanism of qi globes. 
From a modern viewpoint, which usually claims scientific consistency, 
Ch‘oe‘s study of qi and the mechanics of the qi globe may appear to be a 
defective hybridization of two different sources of knowledge, Eastern 
philosophy and Western science. However, the effort was an inevitable 
and necessary intellectual endeavour for a Korean in the nineteenth cen-
tury who sought a new philosophy to comprehend both indigenous and 
alien thought. Therefore, studies on the structure of his intellectual foun-
dations and the trajectory of his ideas provide a useful case of how East-
ern philosophy and Western science were integrated in the pre-modern 
Korean context. 
2. Study of Western Sciences 
Most of the members of Ch‘oe‘s family could not really be considered as 
part of the orthodox literati class (Yangban 兩 班, two orders).1 His family 
produced only a few passing scores in the national examination for mili-
tary service (mukwa 武 科), and none for civil service (mun‟gwa 文 科), 
until his first son passed the examination for civil service. Ch‘oe grew up 
a Confucian scholar, yet his affiliation to political parties (tangp‟a 黨 派) 
and school ties (hangmaek 學 脈) have not been studied thoroughly. He 
seems to have received the scholarly influence of Confucianism in his 
early years. Han Kyŏng-ni 韓 敬 履, his maternal grandfather, and Kim 
Hŏn-gi 金 憲 基 (1774-1842), who were the best known Confucian schol-
ars in Kaesŏng 開 城 (150 km northwest from Seoul), where Ch‘oe spent 
his childhood,2 are believed to have been his mentors,3 and the educa-
tional relationship seems to have continued until their deaths. After 
Ch‘oe gave up his efforts to pass the national examination in his late 
twenties, he became a lifelong writer and philosopher. It has been said 
                                                          
1 For biographical studies on Ch‘oe Han-gi, see Kwŏn O-yŏng 2000; Kwŏn O-
yŏng 1999, 25-63; Yi U-sŏng [1990, 1999] 2002. A brief historiography was pre-
sented by Kim Yong-hŏn 2003, and extended bibliographies are in Kwŏn O-yŏng 
1999, 385-394, and Son Pyŏng-uk 2004, 402-420. 
2 Before he was ten (1813), Ch‘oe was adopted by one of his uncles in Seoul, 
although it is not quite clear whether he actually moved to Seoul at once. He is 
believed to have been well supported in his education by the new family, which 
was more cultured than his own as a result of their military career and economic 
stability. When he moved to Seoul is not clear, but it is likely that he spent his life 
in Seoul after his thirties. 
3 Kwŏn O-yŏng 1999, 54-63. 
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that his writings comprised more than 1,000 chapters (kwŏn 卷) in various 
fields.4 
Direct precursors of Ch‘oe‘s study of qi are not easy to trace. He was 
known as an outsider, though an erudite one, to contemporary intellectu-
al society. In his forties, he was recommended to a governmental post 
because of his knowledge of current affairs, but he declined the offer.5 He 
had a few friends from the same family class, among whom were Kim 
Chŏng-ho 金 正 浩 (c.1800-1864), who was versed in geography, Yi Kyu-
gyŏng 李 圭 景 (1788-1856?), known as an accumulator of encyclopaedic 
knowledge, and Chŏng Ki-wŏn 鄭 岐 源 (1809-?), a military officer. Based 
on the general standards of his day, however, no influential persons can 
be found among his acquaintances. He had no followers except for an 
intermittent student and his first son, who collected and preserved his 
documents. Only a couple of comments by other scholars on his ideas of 
the study of qi have been noted recently.6 
It is widely agreed that Ch‘oe‘s philosophy was based on two founda-
tional pillars: traditional Confucian philosophy and Western science. He 
had collected and studied the latest Chinese translations of Western sci-
ence since his early days.7 According to his biography, he is said to have 
read every such book published in Beijing.8 The scope of his reading in 
Western science is evident from the sources he cites in his writings.9 
                                                          
4 The collection of his extant writings has expanded three times since the 
1970s, and a five-volume photographic reproduction was published recently, 
Chŭngbo myŏngnamnu ch‟ongsŏ 增 補 明 南 樓 叢 書 (Expanded Collection of 
Ch‘eo Han-gi‘s Writings), 2002, Sŏnggyun‘gwan University Press: Seoul. His 
writings cover the fields of orthodox Confucianism, social reform, agriculture, 
astronomy, mathematics, medicine, and so on. In this paper, references to vol-
umes and pages of this collection are cited with the abbreviation CBMNNCS. 
5 Yi U-sŏng [1990, 1999] 2002, 28-29. 
6 Kwŏn O-yŏng 1999, 62-63. 
7 Books seem to have been supplied by some merchant friends trading in Bei-
jing (Kwŏn O-Yŏng 2000, 28-29). In the nineteenth century in Seoul, it was a trend 
among rich Confucian families to collect the newest books published in Beijing. 
See Kang Myŏng-kwan 1996. 
8 Yi U-sŏng [1990, 1999] 2002, 25. 
9 Only identified references are listed here. He must have had more Western 
references than are shown here. For a general description about the introduction 
of Western books into Korea, see Song Il-gi and Yun Chu-yŏng 1998; Jun Yong 
Hoon 2004, 49-110. For the introduction of Western mathematical books, see Jun 
Yong Hoon 2006, 477-490. 
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Nongjŏng hoeyo 農 政 會 要 
(Collective Summary of 
Agricultural Affairs) 
Shoushi tongkao 授 時 通 考 (Compre-
hensive Examination of Works and 
Days, 1747) 
1834 Yukhaebŏp 陸 海 法 (Tech-
niques of Hydraulics) 
Taixi shuifa 泰 西 水 法 (Western Tech-
niques of Hydraulics, 1612) 
1835 
Ŭisang isu 儀 象 理 數 (The-
ories and Mathematics of 
Astronomy) 
Xinfa suanshu 新 法 算 書 (New Me-
thods in Mathematics, 1666) 
Lixiang kaocheng 暦 象 考 成 (Compen-
dium of Calendrical Science and Ast-
ronomy, 1723) 
Lixiang kaocheng houbian 暦 象 考 成 後 
編 (Second Volume of Compendium of 
Calendrical Science and Astronomy, 
1742) 
1836 Ch‟uch‟ŭngnok 推 測 錄 
(Documents on Inference) 
Lingtai yixiangzhi 靈 臺 儀 象 志 (Re-
cords of Astronomical Instrument of 
Imperial Observatory, 1673) 
1842 
Simgi tosŏl 心 器 圖 説 (Il-
lustrations and Explana-
tions of Important Machi-
nes) 
Qiqi tushuo 奇 器 圖 説 (Illustrations 
and Explanations of Wonderful Ma-
chines, 1627) 
Zhuqi tushuo 諸 器 圖 説 (Illustrations 
and Explanations of Various Machi-
nes, 1627) 
1850 
Sŭpsan chinbŏl 習 算 津 筏 
(Tools of Calculation Lear-
ning) 
Shuli jingyun 數 理 精 蘊 (Collected 
Basic Principles of Mathematics, 1723) 
1857 
Chigu chŏnyo 地 球 典 要 
(Canonical Outline of the 
Earth) 
Diqiu tushuo 地 球 圖 説 (Illustration 
and Explanation of the Earth, 1767) 
Yinghuan zhilüe 瀛 環 志 略 (Short 
Treatise of the Maritime Circuit, 1850) 
Haiguo tuzhi 海 國 圖 志 (Illustrated 
Treatise of Overseas Countries, 1852) 
1860 
Unhwa ch‟ ŭkhŏm 運 化 測 
驗 (Investigation of Dyna-
mic Change) 
Kongji gezhi 空 際 格 致 (Investigation 
of the Atmosphere, 1633) 
1866 
Sin‟gi ch‟ ŏnhŏm 身 機 踐 驗 
(Practical Experience of 
Physical Mechanism) 
Quanti xinlun 全 體 新 論 (A New The-
ory of the Human Body, 1851) 
Bowu xinbian 博 物 新 編 (New Treatise 
on Natural Philosophy and Natural 




Xiyi lüelun 西 醫 略 論 (Short Discussi-
on of Western Medicine, 1857) 
Neike xinshuo 内 科 新 説 (New Treatise 
on Internal Medicine, 1858) 
Fuying xinshuo 婦 嬰 新 説 (New Trea-
tise on Midwifery and Diseases of 
Children, 1858) 
1867 
Sŏnggi unhwa 星 氣 運 化 
(Dynamic Change of Stellar 
Qi) 
Tantian 談 天 (Conversation about the 
Sky, 1859) 
 
Ch‘oe began to write books in his thirties, borrowing ideas from sources 
on Western science. Besides relatively old ones, such as Taixi shuifa and 
Qiqi tushuo by Johann Terrenz [Schreck] (Deng Yuhan 鄧 玉 函, 1576-1630) 
and Wang Zheng 王 徵 (1571-1644), and Kongji gezhi by Alphonso Vag-
noni (Gao Yizhi 高 一 志, 1566-1640), he referred extensively to more re-
cent Chinese compendia of calendrical astronomy, such as Xinfa suanshu, 
Lixiang kaocheng, and Lixiang kaocheng houbian. He learned about the Co-
pernican world system and the revolution of the Earth from Michel Be-
noist‘s (Jiang Youren 蔣 友 仁, 1715-1774) Diqiu tushuo. For geographic 
information about the West, he depended mostly on the books published 
soon after the Opium war (1840-1842), including Xu Jiyu‘s 徐 繼 畬 (1795-
1873) Yinghuan zhilüe and Wei Yuan‘s 魏 源 (1794-1856) Haiguo tuzhi. 
Considering the short time between the publication of these books and 
his own writings after the 1850s, his acquisition and study of Western 
references seems to have been quite up to date. 
The Tantian 談 天 (Conservations about the Sky) was Ch‘oe‘s primary 
source on modern astronomy and Newtonian mechanics. The fourth 
edition of John Herschel‘s (1792-1871) Outlines of Astronomy (1851)10 was 
translated into Chinese and published in 1859 by Li Shanlan 李 善 蘭 
(1811-1882), a Chinese mathematician, and Alexander Wylie (1815-1887), 
an English missionary. In China, the book, with eighteen chapters and 
many useful supplemental tables and figures, was hailed as an excellent 
survey of modern astronomy.11 It provided ―China with a comprehensive 
picture of modern astronomy for the first time‖, and did not lose its posi-
tion as a canon of astronomy until seventy years later.12 As far as can be 
                                                          
10 A simple introductory booklet evolved to an expanded volume of Outlines 
of Astronomy in 1849, and was revised almost every year until the 1930s. 
11 The first edition was printed in 1,000 copies (Cordier 1887, 9). For the life 
and works of John Herschel, see Ruskin 2004; Cannon 1961. 
12 Zhu Wenxin 1931 [1933], 19. 
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gleaned from written records, Ch‘oe was the first and only Korean reader 
of the book as of the end of nineteenth century.13 
Ch‘oe‘s early and broad knowledge of Western science, when com-
pared to other Koreans of the time, has been highly appreciated by mod-
ern researchers.14 His knowledge of the Copernican world system and 
Newtonian mechanics, in particular, has been deemed a symbol of mo-
dernity.15 Such descriptions as ―proponent of the most scientific and phil-
osophical ideas‖, ―founder of enlightenment thought (kaehwasasang 開 化 
思 想 ),‖ 16  and ―advocator of the theory of Eastern-ways-western-
technology (tongdo sŏgiron 東 道 西 器 論)‖ have all been proposed to 
mark his scientific knowledge and openness to Western ideas.  
However, a close look at how he used it reveals that Ch‘oe‘s preoccu-
pation with Western science was not as a result of its correctness or supe-
riority over traditional science. On the contrary, Western science was a 
completely context-dependent knowledge when read by Ch‘oe. The 
meanings he grasped and the values he fixed upon were remarkably 
different from those in the Western context, because he always read 
Western science in the context of Confucian natural philosophy.  
3. Two Natures of Qi Proved by Western Science 
Since Ch‘oe believed that everything in the world must be explained by 
qi, 17  he is clearly an inheritor of the Confucian Philosophers of Qi 
(ki ch‟ŏlhakcha 氣 哲 學 者) in Korea.18 However, he differentiated himself 
from his predecessors by his preoccupation with new and definite find-
ings on qi. He also criticized the arguments of other studies, including 
                                                          
13 Though we have no definitive information regarding when Ch‘oe acquired 
the Tantian, the time frame can be determined by his forecasts of the transits of 
Venus in his Sŏnggi unhwa 星 氣 運 化 (1867). He used Chinese year marks, such 
as the 24th (1874) and 32nd (1882) years of the Xianfeng 咸 豊 reign period (1851-
1861). Since Xianfeng ended in 1861, it is certain that he read the Tantian before 
that year. 
14 Pak Chong-hong was the first to revive Ch‘oe‘s philosophy, calling it an ad-
vanced empiricism (Pak Chong-Hong 1965). Pak Sŏng-nae first paid attention to 
Ch‘oe‘s study of Western science from the viewpoint of the history of science 
(Pak Sŏng-nae 1978). High estimation of Ch‘oe‘s scientific knowledge can be 
found in Im Hyŏng-t‘aek 2004, 2; Ch‘oe Yŏng-jin et al. 2000, 5; Kim Yong-hŏn 
2003, 221; Kwŏn O-yŏng 1999, 4; Kim Yong-hŏn 2003, 224. 
15 Kim Yong-hŏn 2003, 209.  
16 This ―enlightenment thought‖ aimed at social reform and advocated open-
ing up to the outside and accepting Western civilization. 
17 Kim Yong-ok 2004, 107. 
18 Hŏ Nam-jin 1994, 121. 
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existing Confucianism,19 while praising Western science for providing 
considerable knowledge of qi. He claimed that ―the theory of qi is prova-
ble‖ because qi was ―experienced repeatedly and manifested practically 
by experiments with instruments‖ in Western science.20 
Ch‘oe expressed trust in Western science from his early years. In 
Sin‟git‟ong 神 氣 通 (Penetration of Supernatural Qi, 1836), he claimed 
that Koreans had to adopt ―calendrical astronomy and mathematics 
(yŏksan 暦 算) and the theory of qi (kisŏl 氣 説)‖ from Western science.21 
However, he was a Confucian philosopher, and thus put more weight on 
the theory of qi than on astronomy and mathematics. Although he pro-
posed the concept of kisu 氣 數 (the numbers of qi) to argue the im-
portance of the synthesis of the two and frequently used the term, he 
always favoured the ―theory of qi‖. He called mathematics, which is not 
based on the nature of qi, ―dead method numbers‖ (sabŏpchisu 死 法 之 
數), 22 because it failed to explain the movement of qi. He also said that he 
would have sooner abandoned Western mechanics and mathematics than 
the theory of qi when the two contradicted each other.23 
Ch‘oe admitted that throughout human history knowledge of qi had 
been steadily developed and extended. Modern sciences, such as astron-
omy, mathematics, natural history, mechanics, chemistry, and so on, led 
to greater understanding of qi.24 The best contribution of Western science 
was, he believed, that it revealed the two aspects of qi: ―physical substra-
tum‖ (hyŏngjil 形 質) and ―vital activity‖ (hwaldong 活 動). As Ch‘oe ob-
served, in Western science ―many experiments with various instruments 
initially showed the physical substratum of qi. The rotation of the Earth 
revealed the vital activity of qi.‖25 Concerning the chronological order of 
the two, Ch‘oe seems to have first realized that qi had some kind of phys-
ical substratum and then learned that it also had vital activity. 26  In 
Ch‟uch‟ŭngnok 推 測 錄 (Documents on Inference, 1836), published in his 
thirties, he collected many observational and experimental proofs sup-
porting the physical substratum of qi, while in books such as Kihak 氣 學 
                                                          
19 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (KH), 3d. Acronyms in parenthesis, i.e., KH, are the ab-
breviation of the title of the book in Korean, e.g., Kihak 氣 學 (Study of Qi). Four 
sub-pages on the same page are denoted as a, b, c, d, from the upper right.  
20 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (KH), 3b. 
21 CBMNNCS vol. 1 (SGT), 20b. 
22 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 113a. 
23 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 181c-d. 
24 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 112a-b.  
25 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 98b. 
26 Kwŏn O-yŏng 2000, 67. 
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(Study of Qi, 1857), Unhwa ch‟ŭkhŏm 運 化 測 驗 (1860) and Sŏnggi unhwa 
(1867), he frequently emphasized that qi is incessantly active.  
On the physical substratum of qi, Ch‘oe learned much from the prop-
erties of the Earth‘s atmosphere in Western texts.27 In the Chinese version 
of Aristotelian natural philosophy, which dealt with meteorological phe-
nomena, the term qi 氣 was often used to denote Air, one of Aristotle‘s 
Four Elements.28 Learning about the nature of atmosphere from these 
texts, Ch‘oe deduced the versatility of qi. Condensation, dissolution, re-
fraction, pressure, convection, light, sound, colour, odour, heat and cli-
mate were all phenomena that manifested the nature of qi.29 Ch‘oe con-
cluded that qi was definitely tangible, because it had been proven by the 
experiments and instruments of Western science.30 In his Injŏng 人 政 
(Government of People, 1860), he presented six kinds of evidence that 
verified the existence of the physical substratum of qi. All of the evidence 
can be easily known from the nature of the air, like shooting an air gun 
by compression and the expansion of air.31 
In his later years, Ch‘oe collected other knowledge of qi from the latest 
texts, like Haiguo tuzhi and Bowu xinbian. 32  From the steam engine 
propelled by hot-humid qi (sŭbyŏlgi 濕 熱 氣), he saw the relationship 
between heat and the force of qi.33 He often repeated his learning about 
several distinct kinds of qi, such as lightened qi (kyŏnggi 輕 氣, hydrogen), 
nurturing qi (yanggi 養 氣, oxygen), diluted qi (tamgi 淡 氣, nitrogen) and 
carbonous qi (t‟an‟gi 炭 氣, carbon dioxide)34 when he needed to show the 
properties of qi.35 The combination of hydrogen and oxygen to make 
water was another fact that proved that things were formed from qi.36 
                                                          
27 See Lixiang kaocheng, SKQS, vol. 790, 22c-23a. A related description by Ch‘oe 
is in CBMNNCS vol. 1 (CCN), 119c-d. 
28 For example, see TDWS vol. 2 (Kongji gezhi), 971-972. 
29 CBMNNCS vol. 1 (CCN), 129d; vol. 5 (UHCK), 75d. On instruments such as 
the thermometer and hygrometer, which made the nature of qi visible, he mainly 
depended on the Lingtai yixiangzhi 靈 臺 儀 象 志 (Records of Astronomical Ins-
truments of the Imperial Observatory, 1673). 
30 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (KH), 16c-d. 
31 CBMNNCS vol. 3 (IJ), 196a-b. 
32 The Bowu xinbian 博 物 新 編 (A New Compilation on Natural Philosophy, 
1854-1855) was another source from which he learned about the nature of qi. This 
was an elementary science textbook compiled by Benjamin Hobson (1816-1873), 
the English medical missionary doctor, for students of pre-medical classes. On 
this book, see Wright 2000, 263-266. 
33 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 67c-d. 
34 CBMNNCS vol. 4 (SGCH), 447b-448b. 
35 For example, see CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 112d. 
36 CBMNNCS vol. 4 (SGCH), 463c-d. 
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Electric qi (chŏn‟gi 電  氣 , electricity) and magnetic qi (chagi 磁  氣 , 
magnetism) showed that qi had bipolarity causing attraction and 
repulsion.37 In Tantian, Ch‘oe found lots of other qi in the celestial world, 
such as bright qi (kwanggi 光 氣, photosphere of the Sun), cloudy qi (un‟gi 
雲 氣, atmosphere of a planet), and stellar qi (sŏnggi 星 氣, nebulae or 
interstellar matter), which also taught him that qi has a physical 
substratum. Ch‘oe was pleased to be the first Confucian scholar to realize 
the truth that qi has a physical substratum. Thanks to this new 
understanding of qi, ―the dark world is welcoming the rising Sun,‖38 he 
exclaimed. 
On the vital activity of qi, Ch‘oe started from Neo-Confucian cosmol-
ogy, which attributed changes in the world to the action of qi. His origi-
nality, however, appeared most notably in his assertion that ―the vital 
activity of qi is confirmed by the rotation of the Earth.‖39 His logic was 
that rotating qi drives an object inside it to rotate:40 ―Seeing the movement 
of qi around the object, we know the object has already moved.‖41 The 
roundness of the Earth also proved the vital activity of qi. Ch‘oe claimed 
that, ―When the dusky qi around the Earth rotates, it encloses qi inside by 
building a round shell. This is the reason why the Earth turns out to be 
round.‖42 He also presented the revolution of the Earth as evidence of the 
vital activity of qi.43 Using the analogy with the Earth‘s rotation driven by 
rotating qi, he concluded that the Earth, driven by the rotating qi, re-
volves around the Sun.44 
Collecting more proofs of the vital activity of qi, such as the motions of 
celestial objects in Tantian, he finally declared, ―There is nothing static in 
the universe where the vitally active qi is.‖45 Hence, vitally active qi came 
to be the only agency of motion in the universe. As a result of these 
proofs of the vital activity of qi, he said, ―a long night thousands of years 
old has become clear and bright.‖46 
However, the meaning Ch‘oe assigned to facts and theories was total-
ly different from that in the Western context; he accepted Western science, 
not because it was modern and scientific, but because it was suited to his 
                                                          
37 CBMNNCS vol. 4 (SGCH), 468b-473a. 
38 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (MNNSR), 284a. 
39 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 98b. 
40 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 78a. 
41 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 68a. 
42 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 75d. 
43 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK) 105a. 
44 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 79b. 
45 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 76a. 
46 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 78a. 
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logic regarding qi. He summarized his most valuable learning from 
Western science in his presentation of his ideas on mechanics and natural 
philosophy in Unhwa ch‟ŭkhŏm, which stated that ―various instruments 
and experiments with them initially showed the physical substratum of qi. 
The rotation of the Earth revealed the vital activity of qi.‖47 In terms of 
modern science, these two kinds of learning correspond roughly to the 
concepts of matter and motion (or force) by which all natural phenomena 
are explained. Thus, Ch‘oe was equipped with matter and motion to con-
struct his own mechanics and natural philosophy. He was convinced that 
his philosophy would be different from and superior to any preceding 
philosophies, which had been based on an imperfect understanding of 
qi.48 Based on this new knowledge of qi, he asserted that he could decide 
which scientific theories were right and which were wrong.49  
4. Qi Globes instead of Newtonian Mechanics 
Thus, using ideas taken from Western science, Ch‘oe established two 
foundational pillars for his mechanics and natural philosophy: the physi-
cal substratum and vital activity of qi. Ironically, however, they required 
him to reformulate the core of modern science, the Newtonian theory of 
gravitation. He renamed Newtonian mechanics as a mathematical de-
scription of ―what had already appeared‖ (iyŏnjijŏk 已 然 之 跡),50 so 
Newtonian mechanics merely provided phenomenal description without 
being concerned with causational explanation. Like the Cartesian schol-
ars in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries in Europe,51 
Ch‘oe was sure that there must be a causational mechanism in all phe-
nomena. Moreover, from his point of view, all kinds of interactions 
should be explained by the agency of vitally active qi. This was why he 
replaced li 理, the translation of Newtonian theory, with qi 氣 when he 
excerpted phrases from Tantian into his book.52 He said that Newtonian 
mechanics was no more than ―a conjectural opinion‖ (ch‟wemajigyŏn 揣 摩 
之 見) that never reflected the nature of qi.53 
                                                          
47 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 98b. 
48 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (KH), preface, 25-32. In the Kihak, Ch‘oe repeatedly em-
phasized that his philosophy alone was based on this new understanding of qi. 
49 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 78a. 
50 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 146c. 
51  On the dispute over gravity between Newtonians and Cartesians, see 
Hutchison 1982, 251-253. 
52  For example, see CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 162c; Tantian, XXSKQS, 
vol. 1300,  619d. 
53 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 179a. 
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Ch‘oe tried to revise Newtonian mechanics by employing the agency 
of qi. The gravity of the Earth was the first concept with which he suc-
ceeded. He declared, ―The force of weight (chungnyŏk 重 力, gravity) is 
the force of earthly qi (chigi 地 氣, atmosphere) pressing down.‖54 Re-
calling the formation of the round Earth by rotating qi, he deduced that 
earthly rotating qi had a force pressing down. This idea was supported 
by the pressure of dusky qi (atmosphere), which had been explicitly 
demonstrated with the mercury column in Western texts.55 
Inspired by the Newtonian explanation of the elliptical figure of the 
Earth, Ch‘oe claimed that his new theory of gravity was applicable in this 
case as well. The diameter of the Earth‘s equatorial circle was 1/300th 
longer than the diameter that coincided with the axis.56 When the centrif-
ugal force in the equatorial region was bigger than that in the polar re-
gion, the equilibrium between attraction (=gravity) and centrifugal force 
caused the Earth assume an elliptical figure. In this case, Ch‘oe replaced 
Newtonian attraction with his new theory of gravity, the downward 
pressure of qi. He argued that the longer diameter of the equatorial re-
gion resulted from centrifugal force, which reduced the downward pres-
sure of qi by resisting upward.57 His new theory of gravity also provided 
a neat explanation for why people and things at both antipodes of the 
Earth, where everything was upside down, could be stable; he said that 
the force driven by the rotating qi ―made things, if lifting off from the 
Earth, return to stick to [the surface].‖58 
Since he could explain the phenomena in the terrestrial region, he be-
came so convinced of his new theory of gravity that he tried to replace 
Newtonian mechanics in the celestial region as well. He proposed ―forces 
of attraction and repulsion‖ (kyŏninch‟ugŏjiryŏk 牽 引 推 去 之 力) for ce-
lestial phenomena by arguing that ―the tendency of attraction and repul-
sion was an innate property of qi.59 He used electricity to claim that two 
kinds of rival actions were induced from the nature of qi; thunder and 
lightning were caused by the encounter of two different kinds of qi, one 
of attraction and the other of repulsion. Capillary action was also evi-
dence of how attraction and repulsion worked in general, as the water 
absorbed by attraction at the lower end of a plant went up to other parts 
by repulsion.60 Collecting more proofs and analogies from Western texts, 
                                                          
54 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 125b. 
55 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 118c-d, 119c. 
56 Herschel 1851, 126. 
57 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 118c-d. 
58 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (UHCK), 75d. 
59 CBMNNCS vol. 4 (SGCH), 455d. 
60 CBMNNCS vol. 4 (SGCH), 468b. 
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Ch‘oe concluded that, from tiny things visible only under a microscope to 
great celestial bodies, there was no exception to the actions of attraction 
and repulsion he proposed.61 As a result of things being driven by their 
forces of attraction and repulsion, all kinds of phenomena could take 
place in the world. 
To explain the mechanism of interaction between celestial bodies, 
Ch‘oe formulated the concept of a big globe of qi, the ―qi globe‖(kiryun 氣 
輪). According to Ch‘oe, everything in the world was surrounded by qi,62 
and the qi naturally formed a globe because it rotated together with the 
central body. Inferring from the idea that the intersection of two different 
kinds of qi could produce an effect, he invented ―the intersection of qi 
globes‖ and applied it to tidal action.63 He explained that a high tide 
would occur where the Earth‘s globe met the Moon‘s globe and crumpled 
into one another due to the rotation of the globes, whereas there would 
be a low tide at the point of separation and ejection.64 
Ch‘oe collected more evidence to prove the reality of the qi globe and 
its existence in celestial bodies. The action of qi globes was explicated by 
telescopic observation.65 By analogy with the atmosphere of the Earth, he 
concluded that clouds around planets were qi globes themselves, and 
inferred the action of planets‘ and satellites‘ qi globes from their gravita-
tional connections. As with the gravitational relationship between the 
Earth and the Moon, he contended that qi globes must exist around any 
planet or satellite to produce an orbital motion. ―All satellites have qi 
globes and they rotate interacting with those of planets,‖ he said. ―There 
is no difference from the case of the Earth and the Moon.‖66 
Modern astronomy taught Ch‘oe that an individual star of a cluster 
was a sun like our sun.67 Since he already believed that the Sun had a qi 
globe, he inferred that stars in the celestial realm, therefore, must have a 
qi globe.68 He was very proud of this inference because it enabled him to 
find a qi globe around all stars.69 Moreover, when he learned that celestial 
bodies rotate on their axes, he was further inclined to assert the univer-
sality of qi globes. Since he had already noticed the mechanism of rival 
                                                          
61 CBMNNCS vol. 4 (SGCH), 455d-456a. 
62 CBMNNCS vol. 1 (CCN), 119c. 
63 He claimed that sensory cognition is caused by the interaction of qi between 
subject and object. CBMNNCS vol. 1 (SGT), 13a, 68a. 
64 CBMNNCS vol. 1 (CCN), 120a. 
65 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SSSM), 327c. 
66 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 155a. 
67 Tantian, XXSKQS, vol. 1300, 689c. 
68 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 173b. 
69 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 105a. 
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forces, the downward pressure of qi and centrifugal force in the case of 
the Earth, an axial rotation of a celestial body meant that there must be a 
qi globe that drove downward pressure to resist the centrifugal force, and 
consequently, the body would shape into an ellipsoid.70 He said, ―Even 
though (the Tantian) did not mention qi globes, these are the signs of the 
presence of qi globes around all celestial bodies.‖71 
Once he was convinced that qi globes were around all the countless 
celestial bodies, he redefined the qi globe as a structure that had been 
installed around everything from the beginning of the universe. Fur-
thermore, there was nothing without a qi globe in the universe, including 
human beings. Since human beings and countless stars were all devel-
oped from qi, they must have qi globes in order to interact with other 
globes:72 ―Seeing the qi globe of the Earth, we can infer qi globes of plan-
ets and satellites, and moreover qi globes of stars and star woods.73 And 
we can infer that the fully diffused vital qi is actively moving and dynam-
ically changing. Inferring from outside to inside, [from celestial bodies] to 
human bodies, we can infinitely forge qi globes.‖74 
The installation of the qi globe around everything in the universe was 
accompanied by the refinement of the structure of the globe and the 
mechanism of interaction. With regard to the power of the qi globe, Ch‘oe 
copied Newtonian principles, according to which the interaction force is 
directly proportional to the mass of the body.75 However, Newtonian 
mechanics said that all bodies are constantly connected to all other bodies. 
To explain this constant gravitational connection, Ch‘oe expanded the 
volume of the qi globe so that one qi globe spread out enormously and 
crossed other globes.76 Since ―the diameter of the qi globe of the Earth is a 
hundred thousand times the Earth‘s diameter, and it interacts with the qi 
globe of the Moon close by and with the qi globe of the Sun far off,‖77 
theoretically, all qi globes could cross all other globes, although the inten-
sity of the interaction would depend on mass and distance. Consequently, 
the whole universe is an endless crossing of qi globes. According to Ch‘oe, 
the changes in the universe and its order were all affected by the endless 
intersections of qi globes: ―The globe, repeatedly folded by other globes, 
                                                          
70 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 103c. 
71 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 103c. 
72 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 111a. 
73 Star woods (sŏngnim 星 林) included clusters, nebulae, and galaxies, which 
were not classified until the early nineteenth century. 
74 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 179c. 
75 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 150b. 
76 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 179b. 
77 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 122c-d. 
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the farther away the bigger, by reaching globes of stars in all directions, 
forms a whole mechanism (ki 機 ) and undergoes movement and 
change.‖78 
When he attributed the forces of attraction and repulsion to these end-
less crossing of qi globes, his mechanics was complete. Orbital motions of 
celestial bodies came to be rendered by the interaction of qi globes. ―As a 
result of the attraction by one body and repulsion by the other, orbital 
rotation is achieved:‖79 ―Were it not for qi globes, on what grounds could 
the second and third bodies be affected at a distance by the attractive and 
repulsive action?‖80 He then found that the mechanics of the qi globe 
turned out to be the omnipotent theory,81 and replaced the whole of 
Newtonian mechanics with his own: 
Even without the perturbation theory applying tangen-
tial and normal disturbing forces, if we study orbital 
motion and variations by using the attractive and re-
pulsive forces of qi globes, differences of orbit, fluctua-
tions of the semi-major axis, and changes of 
position caused by acceleration/deceleration, pro-
grade/retrograde and station/conjunction will be 
completely explained by perturbations and intersec-
tions of qi globes, and there will remain no blemish.82 
Ch‘oe‘s mechanics of the qi globe not only represented the substitution of 
an alternative mechanics for the Newtonian one, but was also a perfec-
tion of Confucian ideology. It provided him with a coherent logic with 
which to connect natural philosophy with the philosophy of human na-
ture.83 The world was a holistic structure in which all beings were con-
nected by the crossing of qi globes, and human beings were no exception. 
Like the qi globes of celestial bodies, those of human bodies also interact-
ed with other globes. Sense and perception occurred as a result of the 
interaction between qi globes of subject and object.84 Ch‘oe proposed the 
concept of ―successive following‖ (sŭngsun 承 順), which he defined as a 
kind of subordination of action or function in order of scale.85 For exam-
ple, interaction of the qi globes of the Earth and the Moon should be sub-
                                                          
78 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 105a. 
79 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 120b. 
80 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 179d. 
81 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 179d. 
82 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 179d. 
83 Pak Hŭi-byŏng 2003b, 18. 
84 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 104b. 
85 For more details about successive following, see Pak Hŭi-byŏng 2003a, 
27-29. 
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ordinate to interactions of larger scale, for instance, the interaction be-
tween the qi globes of the Sun or planets. In order to participate properly 
in the entire universal action of qi globes, therefore, qi globes of the Earth 
and the Moon should successively follow the actions of qi globes of larger 
scales. 
Since the qi globes of human beings interact with other qi globes and 
should successively follow the interactions of larger scales, human beings, 
in order to be moral, need to follow interactions with the Earth, the Sun, 
planets, field stars, and, finally, the whole universe. The morals of indi-
viduals, in the same manner, should follow successively the morals of 
society, nation, international world, and, finally, the morals of the uni-
verse:86 ―Saturn successively follows the movement and change of the 
star woods, Jupiter does of Saturn, Mars does of Jupiter, the Sun-Venus-
Mercury do of Mars, the Earth and the Moon do of the Sun-Venus-
Mercury, human beings and things do of the Earth and the Moon.‖87 
If the five moral imperatives (oryun 五 倫) between rul-
er and minister, father and son, husband and wife, old 
and young, and friends work well, celestial bodies will 
interact and successively follow. If humanity, right-
eousness, propriety and wisdom (inùiyeji 仁 義 禮 智) 
are not based on heaven, nonessentials are carried out. 
If moral training, home management, governing a na-
tion and securing the world (sujech‟ip‟yòng 修 齊 治 平) 
are not based on the heavenly assignment, they go to 
ruin and chaos.88 
Thus, the best ethical conduct of human beings is the natural behaviour 
that successively follows the mechanism of the universe. 
With the mechanics of qi globes and logic of successive following, 
Ch‘oe completed his unique mechanics and natural philosophy. He was 
proud of being an omniscient philosopher who had mastered the princi-
ples of change and order of the universe using the mechanism of the qi 
globe. As he exclaimed,  
                                                          
86 Pak Hŭi-byŏng 2003b, 119. 
87 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SSSM), 370d-371a. Since Ch‘oe is believed to have ac-
cepted the heliocentric world system in his later years, it is hard to understand 
the reason why, in this book written in 1868, he maintains the geocentric world 
system. We may be missing his intended meaning, because the Sŭngsun samu 承 
順 事 務 (Affairs of Successive Following, 1868) has lots of missing lines, particu-
larly in this paragraph. 
88 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 111d. 
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If there is a discrepancy between these two theories [qi 
globe theory and Newtonian celestial mechanics], I 
would rather abandon the values of tangential and 
normal perturbation than give up this real trace of qi 
globes.89 
One who seeks for heavenly live astronomy (ch‟ŏllyŏkchi 
hwalbŏp 天 歷 之 活 法) enters the study through the qi 
globe, while others for earthly dead astronomy (illyŏk-
chi sabŏp 人 歷 之 死 法) accept perturbation and use 
tangential forces.90 
Ch‘oe believed that he could substitute entirely his mechanics of the qi 
globe for Newtonian mechanics. He even expected that the qi globe theo-
ry would solve all pending problems in astronomy. Seeing that the mass 
of Neptune had not been determined correctly, he complained that West-
ern astronomers neglected the interaction of qi globes, and that they stuck 
only to mathematical study of tangential and normal forces.91 The right 
way to the solution, according to Ch‘oe, was, of course, to apply the me-
chanics of the qi globe, which left nothing unclear in the world.92 
5. Western Science Interpreted in Terms of Qi 
It may have been, in his terms, to ―seek for a heavenly live astronomy‖ 
that Ch‘oe read Newtonian mechanics and forged his own arguments. 
Absolute confidence in his theory of qi, however, drove him to interpret 
Western science in his own way. After he proclaimed in Kihak (1857) that 
his new natural philosophy set a stable foundation,93 he frequently inter-
preted and incorporated facts and theories in terms of qi,94 and this ap-
proach was connected to his own conjectures, discriminations, transfor-
mations and even misunderstandings. Excerpting phrases from Tantian, 
for example, whenever he met airy substances surrounding a celestial 
body, they were readily identified with its qi globe. He said, ―The clouds 
(un 雲) [of planets] refers to the qi 氣 of qi globes. The stellar clouds 
(sŏngun 星 雲), which will be mentioned later, are the same.‖ The photo-
                                                          
89 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 181c-d. 
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sphere of the Sun (kwanggi 光 氣), the clouds around planets (un‟gi 雲 氣), 
nebula and interstellar matter (sŏnggi 星 氣) were all regarded as qi or qi 
globes.95 Saturn‘s rings and planetary nebulae were also considered qi 
globes.96 
Ch‘oe sometimes cut and pasted phrases in Western texts to support 
his qi globe theory. Concerning the atmosphere of the Moon, he wrote: 
―On the Moon, the qi is very thin. The variation appears to be less than 
one second. Its weight is no more than 1 of 1,980 of the weight of earthly 
qi. Therefore, the heat from the Sun is extremely hot.‖ 97  In fact, this 
phrase was a patchwork of the original. The description in Tantian was 
different:  
When we examine the reason why no clouds appear on 
the Moon, it seems that there is no qi (氣, atmosphere). 
If there is qi, there should be a difference between two 
diameters, one of which was obtained by the disap-
pearance and reappearance of a star due to the occulta-
tion by the Moon, and the other measured by the mi-
crometer. Since we cannot recognize the difference if 
there is qi, it is really thin. The difference cannot be 
more than one second, and the weight of qi is no more 
than 1/1,980th of the qi of the Earth.98 
Because there is no qi on the Moon, the heat of the sun-
lit is extremely hot.99 
                                                          
95 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 178b. 
96 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 145b, 175c. 
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98 Tantian, XXSKQS, vol. 1300, 584b; Herschel 1851, 259-260. The original de-
scription by Herschel is: ―The moon has no clouds, nor any other decisive indica-
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refraction of 1″, i.e., having one 1980th part of the density of the earth‘s atmos-
phere. … Hence, the climate of the moon must be very extraordinary; the alterna-
tion being that of unmitigated and burning sunshine fiercer than an equatorial 
noon, continued for a whole fortnight, and the keenest severity of frost, far ex-
ceeding that of our polar winters, for an equal time.‖ 
99 Tantian, XXSKQS, vol. 1300, 584b. 
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The main argument in Tantian is that there is no qi on the Moon or, if 
there is, it is very thin. However, Ch‘oe could not accept this argument 
because he was already convinced that the Moon had a qi globe . Hence, 
he excerpted only the sentence useful to his argument, ―it is really thin,‖ 
from the first paragraph, and blended it with the latter half of the second 
paragraph, eliminating the phrase ―because there is no qi on the Moon.‖ 
In that way, he succeeded in confirming his belief that ―there is qi on the 
Moon.‖ 
He used the same approach when he copied Newtonian celestial me-
chanics. Excerpting from Tantian, he frequently changed ―the theory of 
mutual connection‖ (sangsokchiri 相 屬 之 理) to ―the qi of mutual connec-
tion‖ (sangsokchigi 相 屬 之 氣) or to ―because of the qi globe‖(yugiryun 有 
氣 輪).100 He converted the title of the ―perturbation‖ (sŏptong 攝 動) chap-
ter in Tantian into the ―perturbing action of the qi globe‖ (kiryun sŏptong 
氣 輪 攝 動) in his book.101 The cause of all phenomena, from his point of 
view, had to be qi or qi globes.  
Unfortunately, however, his interpretation of Western science re-
vealed scientific misconceptions. He claimed that the theory of the qi 
globe could verify the mechanism of planetary prograde/retrograde 
motion when he said: 
When the upper and lower qi globes intersect each oth-
er, if the third qi globe from the right side enters be-
tween them, the qi will be clogged and the third globe 
cannot help but hesitate. When the intersectional pres-
sure is intense, the third globe cannot help but regress. 
When the third globe passes through the gap between 
two globes, the third globe, with the help of the lower 
globe, will proceed.102 
In the Copernican solar system, however, the irregular motions of planets 
were not real motions, but merely apparent motions, so these motions 
were never caused by physical interaction. When Ch‘oe studied the Co-
pernican system and planetary motions from Michel Benoist‘s Diqiu 
tushuo, he copied specific phrases about apparent planetary motion: 
If all planets are seen from the Sun, though there will be 
differences of speed, all will have prograde motion. If 
seen from the Earth, eccentricities of station and retro-
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grade motion will appear. But these are not the eccen-
tricity of planets themselves; those are caused by the 
radial difference of the Earth.103 
The Tantian also contained information about apparent planetary motion: 
―If observed from the Sun, there would appear regular motion and no 
eccentricity of prograde/retrograde motion and station.‖104 Ch‘oe, how-
ever, apparently did not understand what these passages meant, despite 
copying them into his own book.105 These cases show that Western sci-
ence, as read by Ch‘oe, was another science, differently interpreted from 
the Western context, because he saw scientific facts and theories through 
the lens of qi and qi globe theory. 
6. Context of Reading Western Science 
A modern researcher has called Ch‘oe‘s work an integration (hoet‘ong 會 
通) of Western science and Confucian philosophy,106 and, indeed, West-
ern science was a major component of his work. In a study of the mean-
ing and role of scientific knowledge in Ch‘oe‘s work, however, the term 
―integration‖ needs to be re-examined. Ch‘oe developed philosophical 
principles by extracting ideas from Western science. He interpreted scien-
tific facts and theories in terms of qi and incorporated them into his phi-
losophy and mechanics of the qi globe. What he integrated Confucian 
philosophy with, therefore, was not science in the Western context, but a 
science interpreted in his own context. Why did he read another science 
into Western science? 
First and foremost, he was a Confucian philosopher immersed in the 
East Asian intellectual context. Though Ch‘oe was an isolated philoso-
pher without personal relationships with other leading intellectuals of his 
time, if we place the strategy he employed to grasp Western science in 
the larger intellectual context of East Asia, he appears to be very much of 
his era. As a matter of fact, Ch‘oe‘s strategy, the interpretation and 
reformation of facts and theories of Western science in terms of qi, has a 
long history. It is well known that members of the Fang Yizhi 方 以 智 
(1611-1671) School in China, especially You Yi 遊 藝 (1614-1684) and Jie 
Xuan 掲 暄 (1625-1705?), proposed a new cosmology by the interpretation 
and re-examination of Western scientific facts and theories in terms of the 
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mechanism of qi.107 Shizuki Tadao 志 筑 忠 雄 (1760-1806) in Japan pro-
duced an interpretation of Newtonian science using the concept of qi, and 
proposed a new cosmogony incorporating Western science into the Con-
fucian cosmology of qi that was influenced by You Yi‘s idea in Tianjing 
huowen 天 經 或 問 (Queries on the Classics of Heaven)108. We also have 
Ch‘oe‘s predecessors in Korea who proposed the idea of rotating qi and 
mechanisms of qi to explain the natural world. 109  They regarded the 
roundness and gravity of the Earth as a result of rotating qi. Ch‘oe, there-
fore, was a product of the intellectual context of East Asia, where foreign 
knowledge on the natural world would be interpreted and reformulated 
in terms of the Confucian cosmology of qi. 
Ch‘oe was a Confucian philosopher, not a scientist. He was raised as a 
Confucian, and his lifelong aim was to establish a perfect Confucian phi-
losophy. He studied Western science in order to support the absolute 
principle of qi, so his study of Western science was no more than the 
product of his need for philosophical invention. He believed that no sci-
ences were more important than his philosophy of qi: ―Being blinded by 
trigonometric quantities and radial points is absolutely not a necessary 
astronomy,‖110 he said. As has been mentioned by a modern researcher, 
his mathematical knowledge was circumscribed by his philosophical 
dogma: ―Mathematics is a vehicle for manifesting the unity of qi.‖111 He 
never recognized science as a practice in a laboratory or an observatory, 
but only as written knowledge similar to that in Confucian texts to which 
he was already accustomed. Moreover, he had few instructors or discus-
sants.112 Reading and thinking about textual content and committing to 
writing his ideas that evolved from them were the limits of his inquiry. 
The practice of Western science was not something a Confucian philoso-
pher in nineteenth-century Korea could grasp. 
Although Ch‘oe is known as the most advanced scholar of Western 
science of his day, he did not have enough ability to fully understand 
modern Western science. In his mathematical writing, the Sŭpsan chinbŏl
習 算 津 筏 (Tools of Calculation Learning, 1850), he showed a grasp of 
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elementary operations, most of which were borrowed from the Shuli jing-
yun 數 理 精 蘊 (Collected Basic Principles of Mathematics), but he was 
not equipped with the advanced mathematical knowledge needed for 
modern astronomy. Herschel addressed the necessity of advanced math-
ematical knowledge in the study of modern astronomy in the preface to 
the Outlines of Astronomy,113 and Wylie and Li Shanlan, in Tantian, ad-
vised those interested in differential calculus to consult the Chinese trans-
lation of Loomis‘s book, Daiweijishiji 代 微 積 拾 級 (Algebraic Geometry 
and Differential and Integral Calculus, 1859). 114  Ch‘oe, however, was 
neither equipped with this book nor with advanced mathematical 
knowledge.115 Modern astronomy was not something a mathematically 
challenged Confucian scholar could master in a short time. 
However, it was the disorder of Western knowledge that prompted 
Ch‘oe to judge scientific facts and theories in his way. ―Scientific Revolu-
tion‖ is the title given to the intellectual shift that Western society experi-
enced in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It divides the Middle 
Ages, or pre-modern science, from modern science. The two sciences 
disagree in subject, methodology and research purpose, but these differ-
ences could not be conveyed to a Korean reader in the nineteenth century 
who did not share the Western context. Different theories from different 
times and different contents from different fields were mixed in Western 
texts: Aristotelian natural philosophy in the Middle Ages,116 Jesuit intro-
ductions to Western cosmology in the seventeenth century, compendia of 
calendrical astronomy in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, math-
ematics, mechanics and hydraulics in the Renaissance period, and gas 
chemistry, medical science, geography, telescopic astronomy and New-
tonian celestial mechanics in the nineteenth century. Theories and facts 
were not yet uniformly coherent among these fields and they sometimes 
contradicted each other. Judgment and selection of these various teach-
ings was entrusted exclusively to the reader himself. 
For example, ―shooting stars‖ were thought to be atmospheric (terres-
trial) objects in Aristotelian natural philosophy.117 Ch‘oe frequently quot-
ed meteorological explanations from Kongji gezhi 空 際 格 致 (Investiga-
                                                          
113 Herschel 1851, ―Preface,‖ iii-iv, v-vi. 
114 For examples, see Tantian, XXSKQS, vol. 1300, 597b, 624b. On the transla-
tion of Loomis‘s book, see Horng Wann-sheng 1991, 330-353. Elman has also 
collected information about the general introduction of calculus into China 
(Elman 2005, 303-307). 
115 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGWH), 151b, 182b. A Chinese translation of Loomis‘s 
book was introduced into Korea in the 1880s. 
116 On Aristotelian natural philosophy introduced into China, see Peterson 
1973; Zhang Qiong 1999. 
117 Kongji gezhi, TDWS, vol. 2, 925-926. 
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tion of the Atmosphere), which relied mainly on Aristotelian meteorolo-
gy of the Middle Ages.118 In Tantian, on the other hand, shooting stars 
were regarded as celestial objects that burned when they entered the 
atmosphere.119 By modern scientific standards, the theory in Tantian is the 
more plausible one, but Ch‘oe, against our expectations, persisted in pre-
ferring the Aristotelian theory.120 This shows that, in cases such as this, 
priority among competitive theories and facts in Western science was not 
determined by scientific standards but by the foreign reader. What Ch‘oe 
incorporated into his philosophy was not the Western science itself but 
―his science‖, one that he had judged and selected. 
A symbolic problem related to Chinese translation terms was another 
cause of the flexible interpretation of Western scientific facts and theories. 
Ch‘oe‘s identification of qi with the airy substances in Western texts was 
significant.121 Airy substances in Western science were often denoted as qi 
in Chinese translations, but the term had been commonly used as ―the 
ultimate substance‖ in Confucian natural philosophy. Once it had been 
translated as qi, the name came to connote the conventional meaning that 
it originally implied in Eastern tradition. Without being concerned with 
the different contexts in which ―the signifier‖ and ―the signified‖ resided, 
Ch‘oe easily identified the translated term qi of ―the airy substance‖ with 
the qi of ―the ultimate substance‖ in Confucian tradition.122 This is how he 
appropriated the property of airy substances in Western science, substi-
tuting it for that of the ultimate substance in Confucian tradition and 
deducing his principles of qi. When he read the term ―dusky qi‖ (mengqi 
蒙 氣 (Chinese)/monggi (Korean)), meaning the atmosphere of the earth 
and its properties, he appropriated it directly as the nature of qi, the ulti-
mate substance. The process was the same when he read other translated 
terms relating to qi: electric qi (chŏn‟gi 電 氣, electricity), magnetic qi (chagi 
磁 氣, magnetism), evaporated qi (chŭnggi 蒸 氣, steam), and separated 
atmospheric gases, such as nurturing qi (yanggi 養 氣, oxygen), lightened 
qi (kyŏnggi 輕 氣, hydrogen), diluted qi (tamgi 淡 氣, nitrogen), and car-
                                                          
118 The Kongji gezhi is based on Aristotle‘s Meteorologica. 
119 Tantian, XXSKQS, vol. 1300, 698d; Herschel 1851, 618. 
120 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 177d-178b. 
121 On the Jesuit introduction of qi as the translation for air, see Zhang Qiong 
1999, 92-102. 
122 Since, in this article, I often designate Ch‘oe‘s idea of qi to be ―the ultimate 
substance‖, this may bring to mind an element in Western natural philosophy 
and looks unfamiliar to East Asian tradition. There is general agreement among 
Korean researchers that Ch‘oe‘s idea of qi reflected more a sense of matter than 
that of other Korean Confucian philosophers, though his idea of qi was still very 
much in accord with the East Asian tradition, where qi implied much more than 
just physical substance. See Yi Hyŏn-gu 1999, 84; Hŏ Nam-jin 1994, 113. 
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bonous qi (t‟an‟gi 炭 氣, carbon dioxide). The properties of a variety of 
substances were all adopted as the nature of qi since it was an easy way 
for him to incorporate Western science into his philosophy, but this also 
led his philosophy to become dogmatic. 
His interpretation of ―inductive motion‖ (gandong 感 動 (Chinese)/ 
kamdong (Korean)) was another case in which the translated term hin-
dered a proper grasp of the original concept and prompted an arbitrary 
interpretation. This term was proposed to represent ―forced oscillation‖ 
or ―forced vibration‖. In a system, either by material ties or by mutual 
attraction of members, if one part of the system maintains a periodic mo-
tion, the motion will be propagated throughout the whole system and 
will give rise, in every member of the system, to periodic movements 
executed in equal periods. The small nutations in the Earth‘s axis are 
produced by the monthly revolution of the Moon and the annual motion 
of the Sun.123 Herschel presented the tides as the most remarkable exam-
ple of propagation of periods. 
However, in the translation of Herschel‘s account, Wylie and Li Shan-
lan used the term gandong, perhaps to provide an inductive aspect to the 
term, because the motion propagates and has an effect on another body. 
Reading this translated term and explanation, Ch‘oe found the best evi-
dence for his belief in the agency of qi. He was convinced that the induc-
tive motion must be there because ―everything was originally formed 
from qi.‖124 What‘s more, when Ch‘oe read Herschel‘s explanation of the 
tides as the most remarkable example of the propagation of period, he 
took it as the best example of the inductive connections of qi.125 Thus, the 
tide, the result of inductive motion between the qi globes of the Earth and 
the Moon, proved the reality of the qi globe. No matter what the original 
concepts were, Chinese translation terms sometimes lured Ch‘oe into 
forging his own interpretations and to develop new theories of qi. 
7. Closing Remarks 
Western science in nineteenth-century Korea was a context-dependent 
knowledge. The meanings of Western scientific facts and theories in dif-
ferent contexts depended on the readers‘ ways of interpretation. Ch‘oe 
Han-gi‘s intellectual enterprise shows that what he learned from Western 
science and incorporated into Confucian natural philosophy was a sci-
ence he fabricated through his own interpretations, judgments and selec-
tions. He deduced the nature of qi from the knowledge of airy substances 
in Western texts. He inferred the qi globes around everything from the 
                                                          
123 Herschel 1851, 410-411. 
124 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 188a. 
125 CBMNNCS vol. 5 (SGUH), 188b. 
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atmosphere of the Earth. He provided qi globes with the forces of attrac-
tion and repulsion using the analogy of the bipolarity of electricity and 
magnetism. To complete his philosophical system, ―the Study of Qi‖, he 
interpreted scientific facts and theories in terms of qi, incorporating them 
into the mechanics and philosophy of the qi globe according to his own 
judgement and selection. 
From Ch‘oe‘s point of view, Newtonian mechanics was never the 
flower of modern science, because it did not consider the nature of qi. 
Although Newtonian mechanics was well advanced in mathematical 
description, the most necessary goal of mechanics, in his view, was to 
show the causational mechanism of phenomena based on the interaction 
of qi globes. The most important duty that Western science had was to 
prove the nature of qi and the mechanism of qi globes. Western science, 
though it helped a Confucian philosopher to acquire a proper under-
standing of the nature of qi, had to be, in the end, re-examined and sub-
ordinated to the study of qi. 
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